October 10, 2020

MEMBER SHARING
Please submit images of art work you have been doing during our
“Life in the Time of COVID-19”.
Each week I will be sending out another set of images that have been
emailed to me at franbliek2@gmail.com.
In this issue:
We hope
to inspire each other and to let each other know we are all
• Advantages of a
Newsletter
in this
together. Even though we can’t meet in person, we can share
•
Add
to Your
with eachValue
other
on-line. Happy Painting!

Newsletter

“Had fun painting this. He looks so happy.”
- Sandy Cook

“Ornaments for the PYAG Fund Raiser during Celebration Exhibit.”
- Sandy Cook

REMINDER from Sandy Cook:
Please pick up mini-canvases at the Gallery and get started on creating the
Ornaments for the Fund Raiser benefiting PYAG & ACYC. Drop them off at
the gallery upon completion. They will be featured in the 2020 Celebration
Exhibit opening Nov 7th at the arts center.

This art showcases papers I create. Most of the time I rip the papers so small for
my paintings I get the colors of the papers but not the designs and
patterns. Plus, fall is in the air so it felt right to do leaves. This has sent me in
another direction, so maybe ya’ll will see more.”
Phiddy Webb

“Charlie Macksey talks of the importance of just playing with art media and making a mess
with no thoughts of making a masterpiece, wasting paints, paper, etc. Not so easy for us
who don't like to waste our art supplies...but eventually very satisfying and freeing. I’m
planning on doing more of just that. Making messes for messes sake. Such Fun.”
-Ginny Deneka

“Ornaments for the Holiday Fundraiser.”
- Ginny Deneka

“Not my usual media, but here are
"Henrietta Barnstormer" and "Cat Bird". ”
-Pat Jackson

Here are two paintings I started in the Kevin Feary Workshop on capturing
Autumn colors. A bit chilly the first day at Camp Cory and I need to add some
clouds to the sky. (8x16”) Second day at Amber Waves B&B was better. And I
have a couple of finishing touches to do. (8x10”) Great fun and
informative. Thanks, Kevin!
- Kathy Morris

